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Abstract: Oil tea (Camellia oleifera) is one of the world’s major woody edible oil plants and is vital in
providing food and raw materials and ensuring water conservation. The yield of oil tea can directly
reflect the growth condition of oil tea forests, and rapid and accurate yield measurement is directly
beneficial to efficient oil tea forest management. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR), which can
penetrate the canopy to acquire the geometric attributes of targets, has become an effective and
popular method of yield identification for agricultural products. However, the common geometric
attribute information obtained by LiDAR systems is always limited in terms of the accuracy of yield
identification. In this study, to improve yield identification efficiency and accuracy, the red-green-blue
(RGB) and luminance-bandwidth-chrominance (i.e., YUV color spaces) were used to identify the point
clouds of oil tea fruits. An optimized mean shift clustering algorithm was constructed for oil tea fruit
point cloud extraction and product identification. The point cloud data of oil tea trees were obtained
using terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), and field measurements were conducted in Changsha County,
central China. In addition, the common mean shift, density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN), and maximum–minimum distance clustering were established for comparison
and validation. The results showed that the optimized mean shift clustering algorithm achieved
the best identification in both the RGB and YUV color spaces, with detection ratios that were 9.02%,
54.53%, and 3.91% and 7.05%, 62.35%, and 10.78% higher than those of the common mean shift
clustering, DBSCAN clustering, and maximum-minimum distance clustering algorithms, respectively.
In addition, the improved mean shift clustering algorithm achieved a higher recognition rate in the
YUV color space, with an average detection rate of 81.73%, which was 2.4% higher than the average
detection rate in the RGB color space. Therefore, this method can perform efficient yield identification
of oil tea and provide a new reference for agricultural product management.
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1. Introduction
Oil tea (Camellia oleifera) is one of the world’s major woody edible oil plants, and can
be used for food, pharmaceuticals, and so on [1–3]. The fruits and processed products of
oil tea are raw materials for chemicals, fertilizers, feeds, etc. [4–6]. They can also be used
as lubricants and anti-rust oils for industrial applications [7,8]. In addition, oil tea plays a
pivotal role in air purification and soil and water conservation. The yield of oil tea is the
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main basis for measuring the assets and quality of oil tea forests, which is crucial to the
development of the oil tea industry [9,10]. The quantity of oil tea fruits is an important
indicator for oil tea products, and can directly measure the yield level. Traditional oil tea
yield estimation is mainly performed by manual measurement, which requires considerable
time and labor resources and has low efficiency [11–13].
Remote sensing technology can dynamically and quickly obtain rich vegetation information [14,15]. As the main method of data acquisition, images and point clouds have
been widely used in agricultural product identification and yield estimation [16–18]. The
recognition detection of images requires a large amount of training data, and the recognition detection effect is poor in shady or overexposed conditions, which is not suitable
for real-time recognition and detection tasks with high requirements. Light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) can penetrate the tree canopy and obtain richer single-wood information.
As a representative method, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), which can provide the spatial
geometric and color attributes of the detected targets, is less affected by lighting conditions,
has a wide recognition range, and has been widely used in ground target detection, model
recovery, and reconstruction [19–23]. Compared with the recognition detection of images,
point cloud recognition detection is more intuitive, accurate, and universal. In addition,
the target recognition detection achieved by extracting the spatial geometric and color
attributes of objects is able to spatially localize the target, which is an effect that cannot be
achieved directly by image recognition [24].
Separation and clustering are the main steps of target identification and detection
from point cloud data [25]. The main common methods of fruit point cloud separation
and recognition include the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [26,27],
Euclidean clustering algorithm [28], region-growing algorithm [29], and color space
method [30]. The RANSAC algorithm uses random parameters for estimation and is
mostly applied in fitting graphs, lines, and planes. Different thresholds can be set to
separate the target elements individually in point cloud separation. The Euclidean
clustering algorithm is mainly applied in feature separation, and the point cloud data
are separated and extracted according to the similarity of the Euclidean distances of
similar feature points. The combination of the region-growing algorithm and principal
component analysis has good adaptability and can achieve high-precision extraction of
ground feature point cloud data. However, the RANSAC algorithm is mainly suitable
for the point cloud separation of building contour elements, and its application effect
is limited for complex object structure algorithms. The Euclidean clustering algorithm
has a poor effect on the separation of adjacent ground object point clouds, and the
region-growing algorithm is only suitable for the separation of regular columns. The
red-green-blue (RGB) [31,32] and luminance-bandwidth-chrominance (YUV) [33] color
spaces are commonly used; the RGB color space is a linear combination of color attributes,
and the YUV color space is obtained by converting RGB attribute values based on the
sensitivity of luminance attributes over chrominance attributes. Each region in the color
space corresponds to a chromaticity attribute and a saturation attribute, which are used
to separate the regions independently of the luminance attribute. This method can also
be adapted to situations in which the lighting conditions are constantly changing and
can achieve effective recognition of targets in near-color backgrounds [34,35].
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering [36],
maximum-minimum distance clustering [37], the k-means clustering algorithm [38], and
mean shift clustering [39–41] are commonly used point cloud clustering methods. DBSCAN
clustering is a density-based clustering algorithm that can identify arbitrarily shaped class
clusters, but has strict requirements on point cloud density. Maximum–minimum distance
clustering is based on the Euclidean distance and works well for spherical object recognition, but the overall recognition accuracy is restricted. The k-means clustering algorithm
requires artificially specifying the number of initial cluster centers for class cluster number
determination before cluster identification, which limits its application efficiency. Mean
shift clustering is an efficient iterative algorithm for nonparametric kernel density gradient
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density gradient estimation and has been widely used in image smoothing [42], seg
tation [43,44], and video tracking [45,46]. However, compared to other algorithms
accuracy of clustering and recognition is limited in complex situations.
This study aimed to develop an optimized mean shift clustering algorithm to
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the study area and (b) the sample tree distribution.
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Table 1. Summary statistics of the fruits in oil tea trees in the study area.
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Summary statistics of the fruits in oil tea trees in the study area.
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[33]. Equation (1) was used to convert the attribute values and obtain the luminance signa
Y and the two-color difference signals R-Y and B-Y. Then, the luminance and two-colo
difference signals were encoded separately, which finally constituted the YUV colo
space. The luminance and chromaticity attributes in the YUV color space were separated
from each other, and changes in luminance would not influence the color attribute char
acteristics of the target.
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chromaticity attributes in the YUV color space were separated from each other, and changes
in luminance would not influence the color attribute characteristics of the target.
Y
U
V

=

a
d
g

b
e
h

c
f
j

R
G
B

+

m
n
k

(1)

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, and j are conversion factors, which are defined by the standard
of the International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector Broadcasting
Service (Television) (ITU-R-BT) [56], and m, n, and k are constants that can limit the range
of each YUV attribute value to [0, 255].
The scanning result of TLS can yield not only the intensity information of the point
cloud, but also the RGB color information of the object surface [57]. After extracting the
RGB values in the point cloud data of the oil tea tree, the luminance Y and the color
difference attribute values U and V can be obtained by Equation (1); finally, the point cloud
data of the oil tea fruits can be separated according to the YUV attribute values of the oil
tea fruits.
2.6. Clustering Method for Oil Tea Fruits
The mean shift clustering algorithm is a statistical iterative algorithm in which the
iterative process first calculates the offset mean of the current point, moves the point to
that offset mean, uses it as a new starting point, and continues to move it until the final
condition is met [58]. However, its low accuracy and long processing iteration time limit
its application [41]. In this study, to improve the recognition accuracy of oil tea fruits, the
number of oil tea fruit clusters in the point cloud data was obtained by clustering, and the
goal was to find the center of mass of the oil tea fruit clusters to cluster the point cloud
data. To reduce the impact of incomplete TLS scanning and to improve the efficiency of
the algorithm operation, the Euclidean distance between individual cluster centers was
calculated to determine whether more than one cluster belonged to the same oil tea fruit
after the centers of the clusters were determined. The main steps for improving the mean
shift clustering algorithm are as follows:
An arbitrary point from the unlabeled point cloud data was selected as the cluster
center, and a range was extracted according to the set cluster radius, which can be regarded
as a high-dimensional sphere internal region− with a center and radius and is defined by
Equation (2).
r

Qradius ( x ) = (y|(y − x )(y − x )T ≤ radius
(2)
where Qradius (x) is the set of y points; x is the spherical coordinate matrix; and y is the
coordinate matrix of a single point in the point cloud. radius was set to 2 cm, as determined
by the radius of the oil tea fruit measured in the study area.
Equation (3) is used to calculate the Euclidean distance between the remaining points
and the selected point, retrieve the points in the region with the center as the sphere and
the radius of the sphere as the radius, classify the eligible data points into class cluster C,
and record the data points in this class cluster to increase the number of visits by 1.
dist( a, b) =

q

( x a − x b )2 + ( y a − y b )2 + ( z a − z b )2

(3)

where (xa , ya , za ) is the 3D spatial coordinate of point a and (xb , yb , zb ) is the coordinate of
point b.
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The mean of all data points in class cluster C is considered the new cluster center.


X = 1k ∑ xk eQradius(Ck) xk



Y = 1k ∑yk eQradius(Ck) yk
(4)



 Z= 1∑
k zk eQradius(Ck) zk
where k is the number of points of the set Qradius (Ck) in the class cluster Ck, and (xk , yk , zk )
is the 3D spatial coordinate of the kth point.
The Euclidean distances between the new cluster center and the remaining cluster
center, the current cluster center Ck, and other existing cluster centers C were calculated. If
the distance is less than or equal to the convergence threshold (i.e., the average radius of oil
tea fruit), the class clusters Ck and C are merged, and the frequency counts of the data point
occurrences are merged correspondingly. Otherwise, C is treated as a new class cluster. The
above steps are repeated until all points are marked. Based on the number of visits to each
class cluster, the data points are grouped into the most visited class clusters until all points
belong to class clusters.
In addition, to verify the effectiveness of this improved method, the common mean
shift clustering algorithm, the DBSCAN clustering algorithm, and the maximum–minimum
distance clustering algorithm were established for comparison.
The threshold radius r in DBSCAN indicates the range of the neighborhood centered
at point P (Equation (5)). PMin is the minimum number of points in the neighborhood of
point P with a radius of r. The distances between point P and the remaining points were
calculated, where p is the coordinate matrix of P and pi is the coordinate matrix of the ith
point, and then the number of points within the radius r of point P was counted (Equation
(6)). In Equation (7), Nr (P) includes all points with a distance of no more than r from point
P. If the number of points included in Nr (P) is not less than PMin , then P is set as the core
point, and then the sample set that can reach the density of all core objects is identified as a
cluster.
q
(5)
Dist(P, pi ) = ( p − pi )( p − pi )T
Nr (P) = {Dist(P, pi ) ≤ r }

(6)

|Nr (P)| ≥ PMin

(7)

For the maximum–minimum distance clustering algorithm, the first cluster center X1
is randomly selected in the sample point cloud data, and the second cluster center X2 is
defined as the point farthest from X1 . The dN is the set consisting of the distances from each
cluster center to all sample points in the algorithm (Equation (8)), where dNn is the distance
from the Nth cluster center XN to the nth sample point. Equation (9) is used to determine
whether there is a next cluster center, where Min(d N ) is a distance subset of dN with the
smallest sum of elements in that distance subset, m is the test parameter, |X N − X N −1 | is the
distance from XN to XN− 1 , and Max{Min(d N )} is the maximum value in the set of Min(d N ).
If Equation (9) holds, then the sample point corresponding to Max{Min(d N )} is the (N
+ 1)th cluster center, otherwise it is considered that there is no new cluster center. After
determining all the cluster centers, the distances between each point and the cluster center
are calculated, and the points are grouped into the class cluster corresponding to the nearest
cluster center (Equation (10)), where Yj is the jth point in the point cloud dataset D, Xi is
the ith cluster center, and yj and xi are the coordinate matrices of Yj and Xi , respectively.
d N = {(d11 , d21 , d31 . . . . . . d N1 ), (d11 , d22 , d32 . . . . . . d N2 ) . . . . . . , (d1n , d2n , d3n . . . . . . d Nn )}

Max{Min(d N )} > m∗|X N − X N −1 |

(8)
(9)
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q
 
Xi Y j = Y j ∈ D|Min(dist =
y j − xi ) y j − xi )T )}

(10)

2.7. Algorithm Accuracy Assessment
The average completion rate (P) and the variance of the detection ratio (D) are used to
evaluate the recognition effectiveness and stability of the four clustering algorithms [59,60].
The detection rate, also called the recall rate, represents the ratio of the number of targets
detected by recognition to the total number of targets in the sample. The average completion
rate is the average of the completion rates of all samples and is calculated as in Equation
(11). The variance of the detection ratio is the average of the squared deviation of the
detection ratio of each strain from the average detection ratio, which is calculated as in
Equation (12).
1 N TPi
P= ∑
(11)
N i=1 NPi
D=

N
2
1
Pi − P
∑
N − 1 i =1

(12)

where P is the average detection rate, which is the average detection ratio of oil tea fruits
in this study; N is the number of oil tea plants; TPi is the number of oil tea fruits detected;
NPi is the total number of oil tea fruits of a single plant; and Pi is the detection rate of
oil tea fruits on a single oil tea tree. The larger P is, the better the clustering recognition
effect of the clustering algorithm. The smaller D is, the higher the stability of the clustering
algorithm.
3. Results
3.1. Point Cloud Separation Results
The key to point cloud separation is to determine the threshold value of the color
attributes of branches and fruits; the colors of leaves and fruits are distinctly different, and
the RGB attribute values differ greatly and can be separated by determining the relative
sizes of the red and green attribute values. The results of the color feature attributes of the
point cloud of ripe oil tea fruit in the RGB color space and YUV color space are shown in
Table 2. To eliminate the point cloud data other than that of ripe oil tea fruit to a greater
extent, the color attribute values of the color space where all point cloud data are located
were subtracted from the corresponding lower threshold values when the RGB color space
and YUV color space were separated.
An attribute value less than 0 after subtraction means that the color feature attribute
value of the point does not satisfy the threshold distribution condition of ripe oil tea fruit in
the corresponding color space; the data are then filtered and extracted according to the size
relationship between the color features R and G and U and V of ripe oil tea fruit. The effect
of multiple identifications and missed detections in clustering can be reduced by improving
the Euclidean distance determination step in the mean shift clustering algorithm.
Table 2. Summary statistics of the trees and fruits of the oil tea in the study area.
Color Space

Attribute Characteristics

RGB

R
G
B

YUV

Y
U
V

Maximum Value

255

Minimum Value
200
250
250
160
220
220

RGB

G
B
Y
U
V

YUV
Remote Sens. 2022, 14, 642

250
250
160
220
220

255
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Figure 5. Comparison of the RGB and YUV attributes extracted from the point clouds of oil tea fruit.
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3.2. Clustering Analysis

The improved mean shift clustering method and three common clustering algorithms
(mean shift clustering, DBSCAN clustering, and maximum–minimum distance cluster
ing) were used to identify the number of clusters of oil tea fruit based on the point cloud
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3.2. Clustering Analysis
The improved mean shift clustering method and three common clustering algorithms
(mean shift clustering, DBSCAN clustering, and maximum–minimum distance clustering)
were used to identify the number of clusters of oil tea fruit based on the point cloud
data separated by the RGB color space and YUV color space, and the results are shown
in Table 3. In the RGB color space, the average detection ratio of improved mean shift
clustering was 79.33%, which was 9.04% higher than that of traditional mean shift clustering,
and the smaller variance indicates that improved mean shift clustering was more stable
than the other clustering methods. In the YUV color space, the average detection rate of
improved mean shift clustering was 81.73%, which was 7.05% higher than that of traditional
mean shift clustering. The average detection rate of the improved mean shift clustering
algorithm increased by 2.4% in the YUV color space compared to the RGB color space.
The improved mean shift clustering algorithm had the best recognition effect in both color
spaces. However, the DBSCAN clustering algorithm had the worst clustering results in
both the RGB color space and YUV color space.
Table 3. Comparison of the results for the clustering methods in the RGB and YUV color spaces.
Color Space

RGB

YUV

Highest
Detection Rate/%

Minimum
Detection Rate/%

P

Number of
Detected Fruits

D

Improved Mean Shift
Mean Shift
DBSCAN
Maximum–Minimum
Distance

96.56
89.19
51.47

20.27
17.37
6.24

79.33
70.29
24.80

14,929
13,039
3855

0.0127
0.0150
0.0124

98.48

19.31

75.42

13,992

0.0173

Improved Mean Shift
Mean Shift
DBSCAN
Maximum–Minimum
Distance

98.13
93.46
67.39

30.22
26.79
1.32

81.73
74.68
19.38

15,210
13,786
2665

0.0134
0.0127
0.0178

93.18

26.48

70.95

12,893

0.0151

Clustering Method

The RGB color space clustering results were visualized and mapped, and the distribution of the class clusters identified by the common mean shift clustering algorithm,
improved mean shift clustering algorithm, and maximum–minimum distance clustering
algorithm were roughly similar, while the locations of the clusters of oil tea fruit identified
by the DBSCAN clustering algorithm shifted significantly. Figures 6 and 7 show the number
and ratio distribution, respectively, of fruits detected by the four clustering algorithms
for the 79 oil tea trees in the study area. The improved mean shift clustering algorithm
performed the best recognition, followed by the maximum–minimum distance clustering
algorithm. However, the DBSCAN clustering algorithm had the worst clustering recognition effect. RGB is more sensitive to light conditions, which means that the separated
partial strain of the oil tea fruit point cloud is of poor quality, resulting in the improved
mean shift clustering algorithm in the RGB color space having similar clustering detection
ratios for partial oil tea fruit point cloud data to those of other algorithms.
In the YUV color space (Figure 8), the improved mean shift clustering algorithm was
still the best, with an average detection ratio of 81.73%. In the YUV color space, the average
detection ratio of traditional mean shift clustering improved by 3.73% compared to the
maximum–minimum distance clustering algorithm. As the density of the point cloud data
of oil tea fruits separated in the YUV color space increased, the quality of the recognition
effect of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm decreased further, and the average detection
ratio changed from 24.80% to 19.38% (Figure 9).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Point Cloud Acquisition
Airborne LiDAR enables yield acquisition of agricultural products due to its convenience and high efficiency [61]. However, the quality of the acquired point clouds is limited
in complex terrain and forest conditions [62]. TLS with high spatial resolution can acquire
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high-quality 3D point cloud data of the target in a detailed and accurate manner, which
provides a new direction for yield estimation of agricultural products and has the potential
to efficiently and automatically acquire the yield and quantity of agricultural products [63].
The point cloud density, an important attribute of data quality, was negatively correlated with the distance between the scanned sites and the oil tea trees, and this could
significantly affect the detection ratio of oil tea fruits. The density of point cloud data
separated in the YUV space increased by 51.94% compared with the density in the RGB
space and provided a more accurate description of the morphological characteristics of
oil tea fruits. In addition, the improved mean shift algorithm, which obtained the best
results, increased the average detection rate of oil tea fruits in the YUV color space by 2.4%
(Table 3).
The parameter settings of the terrestrial laser scanner can also significantly affect
the quality of point cloud data acquisition [64]. The resolution characterizes the highest
resolution capability of the instrument for the target and represents the smallest feature
parameter for which the terrestrial laser scanner can recognize the study target [65]. The
resolution parameter directly determines the density of the point cloud, which has an
important impact on the subsequent cluster identification. The point cloud data require
sufficient resolution to extract the geometry of the study target and thus enable recognition
detection [66]. The resolution parameter of the terrestrial laser scanner can be set low to
obtain high scanning efficiency, but the measurement point spacing will be large, resulting
in a sparse point cloud density, making it difficult to describe the fine features of the
scanned target; when the resolution is too high, the measurement point spacing is small
and can accurately reflect the details of the object, but the scanning efficiency is low. To
balance the point cloud quality and acquisition efficiency, different resolutions were set in
each sample plot for testing and comparison. A resolution of 1/2 yielded a confidence of
96.39% that the target details could be identified, but the scanning time was too long. A
resolution of 1/8 yielded lower confidence and fewer acquisition points. A resolution of
1/4 achieved 7% higher confidence than 1/8, and the scanning time was moderate, which
can enable high point cloud quality and high scanning efficiency at the same time. Finally,
five scanning stations were set up within each sample plot in our study to ensure the quality
of the collected point clouds. The size of the scanned sample area is also an important factor
in the quality and efficiency of TLS. The point cloud density decreases as the scanning
distance increases. In this study, to obtain complete fruit point cloud data, the area covered
by 2~4 oil tea trees was used as the scanning range, and scanning stations were set up at
different angles; the final point cloud quality and scanning efficiency achieved the efficient
identification of fruits.
4.2. Clustering Algorithm for Oil Tea Fruit Identification
The clustering algorithm can significantly affect the recognition of oil tea yield [67].
For the RGB and YUV color spaces, the average detection ratios of the improved mean shift
clustering algorithm were 79.33% and 81.73%, respectively, which were 9.04% and 7.05%
higher, respectively, than those of the traditional mean shift clustering algorithm and could
effectively estimate oil tea fruit yield.
Figure 10 shows the detection results of the four clustering algorithms. With the
increase in point cloud density, the number of oleaginous fruits detected by the improved
mean shift clustering algorithm and the traditional mean shift clustering algorithm increased, while the number of oleaginous fruits detected by the DBSCAN clustering algorithm and the maximum–minimum distance clustering algorithm decreased. The improved
mean shift clustering algorithm takes both distance and density into account.
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density will cause the selection of the initial clustering centers to be too dense and the
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detection of research targets [73]. LiDAR data and traditional remote sensing data can be
combined to complement each other with different data sources and take advantage of
multisource remote sensing data [74], which will help in performing the acquisition and
identification detection of research target information. Combined operations on different
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data can compensate for the limitations of single data to a certain extent and can enable
the use of more feature information (e.g., spectral information, structural information, and
texture features) to improve the accuracy of research target identification detection [74].
Although ground-based LiDAR can acquire high-precision and high-density 3D structure information on fruit trees, its scanning range is limited [63]. Airborne LiDAR can
acquire a large range of fruit tree structure parameters, but its point cloud density is low.
In terms of the observation range and the completeness and fineness of the extracted parameters, the two systems have good complementarity, but the real fusion of airborne and
ground-based point clouds is still difficult to achieve due to the large difference in point
cloud density between the two types of data and the mismatch of observation ranges [74].
LiDAR provides a new perspective for yield estimation of agricultural products from
the perspective of three-dimensional space and further deepens the knowledge of yield
estimation systems [61]. How to make full use of the data advantages of LiDAR technology
itself to achieve accurate yield estimation has gradually become a research hotspot in
LiDAR application fields [75]. In addition, the traditional point cloud recognition detection
method depends greatly on the feature parameters of the research target, and the accuracy
of point cloud recognition detection is poor for more complex scenes [76]. Methods such as
deep learning algorithms can extract the features of the point cloud data of the research
target well and can convert 3D point clouds into 2D images of multiple viewpoints for
recognition detection, which has the potential to enable fast crop yield recognition [77–79].
5. Conclusions
This study obtained the point cloud data of oil tea trees through TLS, separated the
point clouds of oil tea fruits based on the RGB and YUV color spaces, and then constructed
an improved mean shift clustering algorithm for oil tea fruit clustering and identification. The traditional mean shift clustering algorithm, DBSCAN clustering algorithm, and
maximum–minimum distance clustering algorithm were also used for comparison and
analysis. The results show that the improved mean shift algorithm significantly improved
the clustering effect on the point cloud data of oil tea compared to that of the traditional algorithm. Compared with the RGB color space, the YUV color space had a better recognition
separation effect, and the separated point clouds had a higher density and can yield more
complete point cloud data. TLS point cloud data combined with color space can be used to
estimate the yield of oil tea fruit to improve the efficiency of large-scale identification of
Camellia oleifera fruit. The improved method has robust stability and repeatability, and
can provide a new reference for other yield estimation.
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